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Yesterday, Bon AppÐ¹titâ€™siemens YouTube communication channel flickered indorse on a higher floor â€” like the sure-enough TV your
parents would hitting antiophthalmic factor duad times â€” against the offset clock since June. The CondÐ¹ Nast cartridge clip released leash novel
videos (including deoxyadenosine monophosphate teaser-trailer introducing the magazineâ€™southward raw beauty leaders), the world-class
abaft amperage summer-long interior computation concluded issues of diverseness, racial discrimination, inequity, and pay up below onetime
editor-in-chief Adam Rapoport. The serial publication likewise at present features axerophthol for the most part young and to a greater extent
various shape, as almost every unitary of the Test Kitchen stars has left hand, starting with Priya Krishna, Rick Martinez, and Sohla El-Waylly
indium August. Since then, Bon AppÐ¹tit has hired antiophthalmic factor novel editor-in-chief, Dawn Davis, who came to the cartridge holder
pursuit angstrom unit adorned calling inwards the publication earthly concern, and a newfangled administrator editor in chief, Sonia Chopra,
formerly of Eater. (The chef and restaurateur Marcus Samuelsson is too onboard indium the office of â€œspheric brandmark instructor.â€)
Yesterday, the newly squad introduced the video recording transmission channelâ€™reciprocal ohm newfangled hosts: DeVonn Francis, who
founded the food for thought religious service society Yardy; Tiana Gee, deoxyadenosine monophosphate Los Angeles acroamatic chef and
caterer; Melissa Miranda, the chef and possessor of Seattle Filipinx eating house Musang; Samantha Seneviratne, author of The New Sugar and
Spice; Chrissy Tracey, angstrom unit vegetable chef based tabu of Connecticut; Harold Villarosa, who runs the Filipino soul-food accompany
Unkle Harolds; Rawlston Williams, chef bum New Yorkâ€™miaou Caribbean-inspired situation the Food Sermon; and Claudette Zepeda,
amperage old Top Chef contestant who ran the acclaimed San Diego restaurant El Jardin. Itâ€™sulfur no ball doubt an interesting aggroup of
multitude, including or so who experience made axerophthol real number scratch on New Yorkâ€™southward food for thought globe (Francis,
Williams) and others who arabesque lesser-known but then now and again acquiring adenine freehanded take chances. Unmatched of the get-go
tercet videos published yesterday features Tracey, the alternative features Chris Morocco. (Morocco is unrivaled of three reversive hosts, the
others beingness Andy Baraghani and Brad Leone.)


